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Fock Space Representations of Virasoro Algebra
and Intertwining Operators

By Yukihiro KANIE*) and Akihiro TSUCHIYA**)

(Communicated by K6saku YOSlDA, M. ff.A., Jan. 13, 1986)

0. In this note, we construct the Fock space representations of the
Virasoro algebra _t7 and intertwining operators between them in the explicit
orm, and give the analogous determinant ormula or them as for the
Verma modules (see V. G. Kac [4]). Proofs and details will be given in
the forthcoming paper[6].

1o The Virasoro algebra f" is the Lie algebra over the complex
number field C of the following form"

..= Ce(R)Ce,
nZ

with he relations" for any m, n e Z
e]=(m--n)e,/ +((m-m)/12),/.0e,

[e, e] =0.
This is a unique central extension of the Lie algebra _’ of trigonometric
polynomial vector fields on the circle"

..’= , Cl [l, l]=(m-n)l/ (m, n Z) (l=z/(d/dz)).
nZ

Let =Ceo(R)Ce’o be the abelian subalgebra of _L" of maximal dimension.
For each (h, c)e C2* the dual of i), we can define the Verma module
M(h, c)and its dual M*(h, c) as follows. M(h, c) and M*(h, c) are the left
and right _L’-modules with cyclic vectors lh, c} and (c, hi with following
fundamental relations respectively"

e_]h,c}=O(n_>l); eo]h,c}=hlh, c}, e]h,c}=c]h,c};
(c, hies=0 (n_>l); (c, hleo=(C, h]h, (c, hle’o=(C, hie.

V. G. Kac [4] studied these AT-modules and obtained the formula con-
cerning the determinants of the matrices of their vacuum expectation values.
By this Kac’s determinant formula, F. L. Feigin and D. B. Fuks [3] deter-
mined the composition series of M(h, c).

2. Consider the associative algebra over C generated by {p(n e Z),
A} with the following Bose commutation relations"

[p,, p]=n+,.oid; [A, p]=0 (m, n Z).
And consider the following operators in a completion

L=(po--nA)p+- = PjPn-+ ,jI P+JP- (n_>l)

I P-P-n+_ PP-- (n_l)L_ (Po+ nA)p_ +- =
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1L0---(p- A)+ , pp_

L-- (- 12A + 1)id.
Then by long but elementary calculations, we get

Theorem 1. The operators L (n Z) and L satisfy the commutation
relations of the Virasoro algebra, i.e. for m, n Z

L,] (m--n)L -- ((m-m)/12) .0L,
[L, L]--0.

:. For each (w, ,)e C, we consider the left and right -module
(w, 2) and (w, 2) with cyclic vectors Iw, 2} and (, wl with following
fundamental relations respectively"

p_lw, 2}=0(n_>l); po[W, 2}=w[w, 2}, A[w, 2}=2]w, 2};
<2, wlp=--0 (n>_l); <2, Wlpo--<2, wlw,

Then by using the canonical homomorphism z (i.e. (en)=L (neZ);
u(eg)=Lg), we get the left _L-module ((w, 2), =(,), _L’) which is called the
Fock space representation, and by the explicit formulae of Ln and L, we
get

Lo{w, 2> (1/2)(w2--2) [w, 2>; LIw, 2} (1-122) Iw, 2>;
L_n [W, 2>---O (n_>l).

By the universal property of the Verma module M(h, c) as an f-module,
for each (w, 2) e C we get the unique f-module mapping

w, "M(h(w, 2), c(2)). >(w, 2)
which sends the vacuum vector Ih(w, ), c()> e M(h(w, ), c()) to the vacuum
vector w, > e (w, 2), where

h(w, 2)-- (1 / 2)(w- 22) and c(2) 1 1222.
Moreover this mapping =., is degree-preserving, if we set
degen-degp=n (n eZ) deg eg=deg A=0; deglw, 2>=deglh, c}=0.

Denote by C(w, ) the determinant of the mapping _=., restricted to the
degree d(_0) subspace M(h, c) of dimension p(d), where p(d) is the number
of partitions of the integer d.

Then by constructing intertwining operators (Theorem 4) and by
showing their nontriviality (Theorem 5), we get the following.

Theorem 2. For each (w, 2) C2, let s be the roo,ts of the equation

2=(1/s)-(s/2), then

C(w, )=const. I-I w+ +
k:l 2 2a

As a corollary,
Theorem 3. (1) The canonical _-module mapping

w, M(h(w, 2), c(2))--(w, 2)
is isomorphic, if and only if the equation
(.) w+ (a/2)s + (b / 2)s_ 0
has no integral solutions (a, b) e Z with a_1 and b1.

(2) The .-module mapping w," M*(h(w, 2), c(2))--/(w, 2) is iso-
morphic, if and only if the equatio.n (.) has no integral solutions (a, b)e Z
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with a<-I and b<-l.
(3) (w, ) is irreducible as an _-module, if and only if the equation

(.) has no integral solutions (a, b)e Z with ab

_
1.

And this condition (3) is equivalent to the fact that the corresponding
Verma module M(h(w, ), c()) is irreducible.

4. T’o construct intertwining operators between Fock spaces, we
introduce the operators of the following type acting on (w, 2). Fix s e C*,
and consider

X(s; :)=exp s
n= n / n /

and or any al

) (Z(s;

where
T "(w,

is the operator defined by
T,)w, }=]w+s, } ITs, p,]=0 (he0); ITs, A]=0,

and

F(;:,, ...,:,)=H ::(’->" H (:,-:)’.
j=l lKija

Operators of this type are called Vertex operators.
Then X(s ) and Z(s G, ", ) are multivalued holomorphic unctions

of : e C* and (G," ", :,)e M, respectively with valued in the operators
acting on (w, 2)’s, where M is the manifold defined by

M={(G, ..., :) e (C*) ::# (li<]a)}.
And these operators satisfy the interesting formulae"

[L, X(s )]=- -m sd+ X(s ) (m e Z, s, e C*)

[L, Z(s , ..., )]

(m e Z, s e C, G, "", ) e M).
For each a e C*, denote by 3 the local coefficient system with values

in C which is determined by the monodromy of the multivalued holomorphic
function F(a;

Fix s e C* and an integer al, and take an element F e H(M ;3).
For each integer b e Z, we can consider the operator

5(s, F; a, b)=[ Z(s , ..., )-. .;-’dG. .d.
Then we get the ollowing.

Theorem 4. 1) For each (w, ) e C, the operator 5(s, F a, b) acts as
5(s, F; a, b) 9(w, )>(w+as, ).
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2) Take s e C* and a, b e Z with a

_
1. Put 2 2() (1/s)-- (s/2), then

the operator
)(s, F; a, b) (--(a/2)s--(b/s), 2). ;((a/2)s--(b/s), )

commutes with the action of .. The nontriviality of the obtained intertwining operators are
guaranteed by the following theorem. Consider the set/2_ defined by

9_1={e C; d(d+l)Z, d(a--d)eZ (l <= d
_
a --1)}.

Then we get
Theorem 5. There exists F(a) eH(M;) which depends holo-

morphically on e

_
such that the operator

(C)(s; a, b)=(C)(a,/(s/2) a, b) (w-as, (1/s)-(s/2)) >(w, (1/s)-(s/2))
is nontrivial in the sense that for any w e C.

1) For b_O, the image (C)(s; a, b)[w--as, (1/s)--(s/2)} is a nonzero
vector.

2) For bO, there is a vector Iv} (w--as, (1/s)--(s/2)) such that
(s; a, b)Iv}=lw, (1/s)-(s/2)}.

In order to prove this theorem, we explicitly construct a cycle F(a)e
H(M q) parametrized by a e tg_, by using the technique of resolutions
of singularities.

The proof of the nontriviality of the operator (C)(s; a, b) can be reduced
to the celebrated Selberg integral formula"

Theorem 6 (A. Selberg [5]). Let , , " e C satisfy the inequalities

Re--l, Re’--I Re-min{- Re+l Rer+l}m 1 ’
then the improper integral (**) converges absolutely and is explicitly ex-
pressed as

A(m) li<jm j=l

] 1"(]+)1((]-)++)F((]-)++1)
m! j=l F(a+I)F((m+]--2)a++’+2)

where re=a-1 and (m) is the open m-simplex defined by
(m)={(k, ..., k) e R; >k>... >
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